
Midterm Review



General Format
• true/false questions 
• short answer, definitions etc. 
• short essay questions, e.g., designing simpleshort essay questions, e.g., designing simple 

applications such as a PDA application for 
waiters  in restaurants



Resources
• Reading assignments
• Lecture slides



Topics
• Psychopathology of interfaces

• Affordances visibility mental models constraints feedback• Affordances, visibility, mental models, constraints, feedback

• Human aspects
• Cognitive limitations memory• Cognitive limitations, memory

• Computer aspects
• Types of input, output modalitiesTypes of input, output modalities

• Prototyping techniques
U bilit i i l d i l• Usability principles, design rules

• Process of interaction design.g
• User modeling and the user profile. Adaptive 

interfaces.interfaces.



Sample questions

• Describe the “Wizard of Oz” prototyping y g
technique

• List three tasks for which humans perform betterList three tasks for which humans perform better 
than computers.

• List three tasks for which computers perform• List three tasks for which computers perform 
better than humans.
List three usability factors and give a brief• List three usability factors and give a brief 
description of each one

• Ease of learning speed of performance ability toEase of learning, speed of performance, ability to 
recover from errors, ...



Sample questions
• Name 3 user interface techniques for focusing 

the user’s attentionthe user s attention. 
• Sound: beeps, music
• Flashing, highlighting, inverting of icons or textg, g g g, g
• Color coding
• Dialog boxes



Sample questions
• The following systems need a user interface. 

Match systems with the interfaces on the right byMatch systems with the interfaces on the right by 
drawing lines. Justify your choices by short 
explanationsexplanations.

Train reservation system
Command line

Direct manipulation
Department store information system

(walk-up and use) Form-based

Computer Aided Design (CAD) system
(3D modeling)

Menu-based

Speech based



Sample questions
• Why is it difficult for designers to perform good 

evaluations on their own designs?evaluations on their own designs?

• Evaluate a “shopping cart” by using Norman’s• Evaluate a shopping cart  by using Norman s 
concepts: affordance, visibility, and constraints



Sample questions
• Identify the problems with the following 

interfacesinterfaces.
• e.g., too many buttons, inconsistent use of color, etc.

• What are sources for user frustration?



User Modeling 
andand 

Adaptive User Interfacesp



Introduction
• Types of Adaptation

Adaptable• Adaptable
• Adaptive
• Mixed Initiative

• Definition of Adaptive Interfaces: “Interactive 
systems that invoke machine learning to improve y g p
their interaction with humans (Langley, 1999).”



Adaptive vs AdaptableAdaptive vs. Adaptable

• AdaptiveAdaptive
• System adapts itself to tasks & users
• Knowledge is contained in the system
• Little or no effort is needed from the user [+]

Loss of user control [ ]• Loss of user control [-]

• Adaptable
• Users can change functionality

K l d i t d d b• Knowledge is extended by user 
• User is in control [+]
• User must do substantial work [-]

Fi h G “U M d li i H C t I t ti ”Fisher G, “User Modeling in Human-Computer Interaction”, 
UMUAI 11, pp. 65-86, (2001).



Why have adaptive 
?systems?

To enhance the user experienceTo enhance the user experience

• Information filteringInformation filtering
• Individual interests
• Shared interests

T il d t t & i ti• Tailored content & navigation



Adaptive Menus
• Commercial applications

MS Office font split menu• MS Office font split menu
• MS Office adaptable menus
• Windows 2000 start menu
• XP start menu frequent application list





User Models

• “…An explicit representation of the properties of 
an individual user; it can be used to reason 

b t th d f f tabout the needs, preferences or future 
behaviour of the user. (Ross, 2000)”

• Data collection
• Self Reporting (eg. Some movie recommenders)

Detecting user actions (eg tracking clicks frequency• Detecting user actions (eg. tracking clicks, frequency 
of actions)



User ModelingUser Modeling

Beneficial in:
• Personalization• Personalization
• Filtering systems
• Adaptive systems
• Adaptive user interfacesAdaptive user interfaces
• Recommender systems



User ModelingUser Modeling
• Sometimes called User Profiling
• Methods of capturing user preferences and 

behaviour
H d ft d t t i l d l• Handcrafted stereotypical models

• Handcrafted models based on traditional 
questionnaires (expert systems)quest o a es (e pe t syste s)

• Learned (statistical) models based on use of 
system

• Can be collaborative or individual



Collaborative profilingCollaborative profiling
Based on the items you've purchased and the behaviour of 
other customers who've bought the same itemsother customers who've bought the same items, 
Recommendations change immediately when you purchase 
or rate a title, Can change recommendation by clicking – ‘not 
interested’ or ‘own it’  -http://www.amazon.co.ukte ested o o t ttp // a a o co u

• Collaborative filteringCollaborative filtering
• Association by user and object
• Explicit data, shopping history
• Implicit data, stereotypesImplicit data, stereotypes

• Issues
• May create inaccurate stereotypesy yp







Data Used to Develop User 
Profiles

• Explicit data:
• Questions/answers

User preferences options chosen• User preferences, options chosen

• Implicit data (less obtrusive):
N i ti• Navigation

• Keystroke and mouse traces
• Click stream from web browsing

Content• Content
• Record of purchases/actions



User Modeling: The Basicsg
• Collect implicit and explicit data

P d t d d l th ti l l i l• Process data and develop a mathematical or logical 
model to predict user preferences or product interests
Apply user models to adapt the format or content of a• Apply user models to adapt the format or content of a 
system’s interface 

• Such systems are named adaptive user interfaces or• Such systems are named    adaptive user interfaces or    
intelligent user interfaces

• Examples: Amazon GoogleExamples:  Amazon, Google, … 



User Modeling & AdaptationUser Modeling & Adaptation

Brusilovsky P., Maybury M. From adaptive hypermedia to the 
adaptive web. Pages: 30 – 33. Communications of the ACM May 
2002/V l 45 N 52002/Vol. 45, No. 5



Elements of an Adaptive InterfaceElements of an Adaptive Interface

user
interface

human user user model

adaptive
l ithalgorithm



Implicit DataImplicit Data
• Server logs & Cookies• Server logs & Cookies

Patterns of use
• IP address
• Time stamp
• Referring URL
• Operating system

U ID & i b• User ID & session number 
• Number of visit/pages viewed

» Data collection

» Pattern discovery

» Automated user model 



Explicit DataExplicit Data
• User Profiles & Preferences• User Profiles & Preferences

Supplied data
• Age 
• Gender 
• Location 
• Content preferences

L t f• Layout preferences
• Shopping history

» User input

» Pattern discovery

» Informed user model





Using a Hidden Markov Model to Learn User Browsing Patterns for Focused Web CrawlingUsing a Hidden Markov Model to Learn User Browsing Patterns for Focused Web Crawling
Hongyu Liu, Jeannette Janssen and Evangelos Milios

Technical Report CS-2005-05
Dalhousie Universityy
June 3rd, 2005

Abstract
A focused crawler is designed to traverse the Web to gather documents on a specific 

topic. It can be used to build domain-specific Web search portals and online personalized 
search tools. The focused crawler must use information gleaned from previously crawled 
page sequences to estimate the relevance of a newly seen URL. In this paper, we 

present a new approach for prediction of the important links to relevant pages based on a 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The system consists of three stages: user data collection, 
user modelling via sequential pattern learning and focused crawling. In particular, we first 
collect the Web pages visited during a user browsing session. These pages are clustered, 
and the link structure among pages from different clusters is used to learn page sequences 
that are likely to lead to target pages. The learning is done using HMM. During crawling, 
the priority of links to follow is based on a learned estimate of how likely the page is to 
lead to a target page. We compare performance with Context-Graph crawling and Best-

First crawling and experiments show that this approach performs better than other 
t t istrategies. 



Hidden Markov Model
• Hidden Markov models are 

b bili ti fi it t tprobabilistic finite state 
machines. A hidden Markov 
model λ is determined by themodel λ is determined by the 
following parameters:

A set of finite number of states S 1 ≤ i ≤ N– A set of finite number of states: Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ N
– The probability of starting in state Si, πi

Th t iti b bilit f t t S S– The transition probability from state Si to Sj, aij
– The emission probability density of a symbol ω

i t t Sin state Si



What is hidden?
• With a hidden Markov model, we usually model a 

temporal process whose output we can observetemporal process whose output we can observe 
but do not know the actual underlying 
mathematical or physical modelmathematical or physical model.

• We try to model this process statistically.

• Here the states of the hidden Markov model are• Here the states of the hidden Markov model are 
hidden to us. We assume that there is some 
underlying model (or some logic) that produces aunderlying model (or some logic) that produces a 
set of output signals.



Problems associated with HMMs
• There are three typical questions one can ask 

regarding HMMs:regarding HMMs:
• Given the parameters of the model, compute the probability of a 

ti l t t Thi bl i l d b th f dparticular output sequence. This problem is solved by the forward-
backward procedure. 

Given the parameters of the model find the most likely sequence• Given the parameters of the model, find the most likely sequence 
of hidden states that could have generated a given output 
sequence. This problem is solved by the Viterbi algorithm. 

• Given an output sequence or a set of such sequences, find the 
most likely set of state transition and output probabilities. In other 
words train the parameters of the HMM given a dataset of outputwords, train the parameters of the HMM given a dataset of output 
sequences. This problem is solved by the Baum-Welch algorithm. 



Example (from Wikipedia)
• You have a friend to whom you talk daily on the phone. Your friend is 

only interested in three activities: walking in the park, shopping, and y g p pp g
cleaning his apartment. The choice of what to do is determined 
exclusively by the weather on a given day. You have no definite 
information about the weather where your friend lives, but you know 
general trends. Based on what he tells you he did each day, you try 
to guess what the weather must have been like.

• There are two states, "Rainy" and "Sunny", but you cannot observe 
them directly, that is, they are hidden from you. On each day, there is 
a certain chance that your friend will perform one of the followinga certain chance that your friend will perform one of the following 
activities, depending on the weather: "walk", "shop", or "clean". Since 
your friend tells you about his activities, those are the observations. 



Example (from Wikipedia)
• You know the general weather trends in the area, and 

what your friend likes to do on the average In otherwhat your friend likes to do on the average. In other 
words, the parameters of the HMM are known. 

0.4
walk: 0.1
shop: 0.4

walk: 0.6
shop: 0.3

Rainy Sunny

shop: 0.4
clean: 0.5

shop: 0.3
clean: 0.1

y y

0.7 0.3

0.60.6

start

0 40.4



Example (from Wikipedia)
• Now, you talked to your friend for three days, and he told 

h h fi d lk d h d h h dyou that on the first day walked, the next day he shopped 
and the last day he cleaned. 
What is the most likel seq ence of da s that co ld ha eWhat is the most likely sequence of days that could have 
produced this outcome? (Solved by the Viterbi algorithm)
What is the overall probability of the observations?What is the overall probability of the observations? 
(Solved by forward-backward algorithm)

0 4walk: 0.1 walk: 0.6

Rainy Sunny

0.4walk: 0.1
shop: 0.4
clean: 0.5

walk: 0.6
shop: 0.3
clean: 0.1

y y

0.7
0.3 0.60.6

start

0.4



Viterbi algorithm

• It is a dynamic programming algorithm. It is basedIt is a dynamic programming algorithm. It is based 
on the following assumptions:

• At any time the process we are modeling is in some 
t tstate

• We have finite number of states
• Each state produces a single outputEach state produces a single output
• Computing the most likely hidden sequence up to a 

certain point t must depend only on the observed event 
at point t and the most likely sequence at point t 1at point t, and the most likely sequence at point t − 1. 

• These assumptions are satisfied by a first order 
HMMHMM.



Baum-Welch Algorithm
• The Baum-Welch algorithm is an expectation-

maximization (EM) algorithm It can computemaximization (EM) algorithm. It can compute 
maximum likelihood estimates and posterior 
mode estimates for the parameters (transitionmode estimates for the parameters (transition 
and emission probabilities) of an HMM, when 
given only emissions as training data.g y g



Using the Learned Model

Another essential step in the development process can be stated:

• Given: An approach to learning a user model for some task; 

Fi d S t i k th d l th t h l th• Find: Some way to invoke the model that helps the user 
perform the task more effectively.

This decision includes making clear design choices about: 

• when and how to present the model’s predictions to user;• when and how to present the model s predictions to user;

• how to handle cases in which these predictions are wrong.

The ideal adaptive interface lets the user take advantage of good 
predictions and ignore bad ones. 



Gaining User AcceptanceGaining User Acceptance

A final important facet of the development process can be stated:

• Given: A complete adaptive user interface for some task; 

Fi d W t t l t t th t d t b• Find: Ways to get people to try the system and to become 
long-term users.

Attracting first-time users involves marketing much more than 
technology, but, without it, a good system may be ignored. 

However, a system that is well-designed and easy to use is more 
likely to retain users over long periods.y g p







Privacy PolicyPrivacy Policy
Information Collection and Use

• “Once you register with Yahoo! and sign in to our 
services, you are not anonymous to us”

• Explicit Data
• name, email address, birth date, gender, post code, occupation, 

industry, and personal interests.
• Implicit Data• Implicit Data

• IP address
• Cookies 

• Use
• customise advertising and content you see, based on 

registration and activity at Yahoo!
• Third party exchange



Privacy: Questions to AskPrivacy: Questions to Ask
• Disable and delete cookiesDisable and delete cookies

• Will the system still work?
• Sharing purchase history or wish lists

• Is it optional?Is it optional?
• Using my data to create collaborative filters 

without my consent
• Can I opt out?• Can I opt out?

• Third party use
• Who else is accessing my data?

• Privacy and Use• Privacy and Use
• Are rights negated upon use?



Pattern Discoveryy

Machine Learning & Statistical ModelsMachine Learning & Statistical Models
• Clustering

• Grouping users with common browsing behaviour
• Grouping web pages with similar content

• Classification
• Model the behaviour of users and the classification of Web pages
• Keyword or page views = represent user interests

• Pages that share links have a relationship

• Association discovery
• Represent causal relations about a number of variables
• Bayesian networks - Statistical inference in which probabilities are discovered 

not in terms of frequencies but, as degrees of beliefnot in terms of frequencies but, as degrees of belief
• Gaining popularity in the Artificial Intelligence community

• Sequential pattern discovery
• The element of time, event sequences

Markov model the distant past is irrelevant given knowledge of the recent past• Markov model - the distant past is irrelevant given knowledge of the recent past
• Navigation patterns to predict future visits based upon past page views



Examples of Adaptive User InterfacesExamples of Adaptive User Interfaces
Adaptive interfaces have been developed for many different tasks: 

• Command and form completion
• Email filtering and filing
• News selection and layout
• Browsing the World Wide Webg
• Selecting movies and TV shows
• On-line shoppingpp g
• In-car navigation
• Interactive scheduling

Th ff id b l i i

g
• Dialogue systems

These efforts cover a wide spectrum but also raise common issues.



The Task of Route Selection

A decision-making task that confronts drivers can be stated as:

The Task of Route Selection

•• Given: The driver’s current location C;
• Given: The destination D that the driver desires;• Given: The destination D that the driver desires;
• Given: Knowledge about available roads (e.g., a digital map); 

Fi d O d i bl f C D

Computational route advisors already exist in both rental cars 

• Find:   One or more desirable routes from C to D.

p y
and on the World Wide Web.

However they do not give personalized navigation advice toHowever, they do not give personalized navigation advice to 
individual drivers.



An Approach to Route Selection
Here is a one approach to learning route preferences, though not 
the first we considered:

An Approach to Route Selection

the first we considered:

• Formulation: Learn a “subjective” function to evaluate entire routes
• Representation: Global route features computable from digital maps
• Data collection: Preference of one complete route over another
• Induction: A method for learning weights from preference data
• Utilizing model: Apply subjective function to find “optimal” route

This method learns a user model with respect to the entire route.



The Adaptive Route AdvisorThe Adaptive Route Advisor

The proposed approach is implemented in the Adaptive Route 
d ( i h l ) hi hAdvisor (Fiechter, Rogers, & Langley, 1999), which:

• models driver preferences in terms of 14 global route featuresp g
• gives the driver two alternative routes he might take
• lets the driver refine these choices along route dimensionslets the driver refine these choices along route dimensions
• uses driver choices to refine its model of his preferences

i k th d i d l t d f t t• invokes the driver model to recommend future routes

Note that providing drivers with choices lets the system collect p g y
data on route preferences in an unobtrusive manner.



The Adaptive Route AdvisorThe Adaptive Route Advisor



Driver Model and Training Cases
The Adaptive Route Advisor represents the driver model as a 
weighted linear combination of route features

g

weighted linear combination of route features. 

Time
Distance

Cost
× w0
× w1

w2ΣIntersections
Turns

Cost× w2
× w3
Σ

Training data: [x0, x1, x2, x3] is better than [y0, y1, y2, y3].

The system uses each training pair as constraints on the weights 
found during the learning processfound during the learning process.



Experimental Results on Route Advice
Experiments with 24 subjects show the Route Advisor improves 
its predictive ability rapidly with experience.

p

ts p ed ct ve ab ty ap d y w t e pe e ce.



Experimental Results on Route Advice
Analyses also show that personalized user models produce better 
results than generalized models, even when given more data. g , g



The Adaptive Email Readerp

C id il th t hi hli ht• Consider an email program that highlights 
emails that the user is particularly likely to read.

• Email Characteristics (Boolean)
• Known - The sender is known to the reader

New This email is not part of an existing thread• New - This email is not part of an existing thread
• Short - The email is short
• Home - The email is being read from home
• Reads - Dependent variable: Whether the user reads 

the message 



Personalized Bookmarks



Another example

• Many games can be complex for players to learn/manage• Many games can be complex for players to learn/manage
• Need for interfaces that do more than simply act as a means for 

players to input commands/actions
• Intelligent interfaces between players and games will enable games 

to reason about the needs, desires and motivations of players and to 
react accordingly.g y

• Intelligent vs. Adaptive interfaces?
• Next:

• describe some possible benefits of such an interface in game playing
• discuss some of the challenges that will have to be overcome to make 

them a reality in mainstream game production



Assistance with Micro-Management
• Strategy games: Macro and micro-management

• As empires grow, more and more time on micro-management (chore) 
and less on macro-management (fun)

• Some games already make use of agents to help in these tasks
• “Civilization” advisors

• Intelligent Interface assistants learn during the game
• Make micro-management decisions similar to the players’

RPG R di t ib ti it & lli ff i d l t• RPGs: Re-distributing items & selling off acquired loot
• Take minutes of play time and dozens of mouse clicks

• Repeated dozens of times in a single session of play
• Interfaces that learn how a given player likes to distribute equipment or to g p y q p

propose lists of items to sell could drastically reduce the time spent by 
players on ‘housekeeping’



Adapting the UI to the User
• Range of games (strategy, role-playing and adventure) which present 

large amounts of information to the playerg p y
• And allow player to choose from a wide range of possible actions

• Adaptive User Interfaces attempt to solve these problems in other 
software applicationssoftware applications

• An adaptive user interface can work simply by presenting the most 
frequently selection options before those which a particular player rarely 
uses
A i i f Mi f f h l d• As seen in more recent versions of Microsoft software, where rarely used 
items ‘disappear’ from menus – but which are always reachable

• Intelligently develop new options which combine commands the player 
often uses in sequenceoften uses in sequence



Assistance in Task Execution
• If interface can detect what a player is trying to do, it can offer help in 

completing the taskp g
• Not to have the computer play the game for the player!
• Scope for assistance that reduces the need for players to carry out all 

tasks by themselves (similar to micro-management)

• Example: Squad-based game
• With intelligent interface analyzing the players’ intent, squad members 

would be able to pro-actively offer to carry out tasksou d be ab e to p o act e y o e to ca y out tas s
• Decrease the need for the player to manage other characters

• Control task reduced to accepting or rejecting offers of help
• In place of sequences of commands and key combinations

• Increase perceived intelligence of the computer controlled squad• Increase perceived intelligence of the computer controlled squad 
members, and degree of immersion in the game overall?



From Tutorials to Mentors
• Currently: Interactive Tutorials

• Often first stages or levels of a game
C l th h f ti d ti iti• Cycle through a range of actions and activities.

• Possible for players to forget how to perform infrequent actions
• Or when game has not been played for some time

P ti h l b ff d t l i h t k b i d t• Pro-active help can be offered to explain how tasks may be carried out
• Learn: Offer guidance based on previous activity of player
• As simple as pop-up dialogs, or better…

Embodied Mentor characters and sidekicks• Embodied Mentor characters and sidekicks
• E.g. Mentors in educational and massively multiplayer games
• Can allow richer interaction with mentor where possible

• Allow players to kill them off when they get too annoying?



Frustration detection
• Hint Systems – Yorda in “Ico”

• Unless the player rapidly solves the puzzle in a location, Yorda willUnless the player rapidly solves the puzzle in a location, Yorda will 
notice something – then point to whatever and call out

• Scripted for many locations; no clues on how to solve the puzzle

• Natural extension: Additional clues if player remains stuckp y
• Detecting when player is stuck in non-linear games

• Not so simple: might require some amount of AI to detect
• Play styles characteristic of a frustrated playerPlay styles characteristic of a frustrated player

• How to decide what help to offer, and when to offer it, without 
understanding what the player is trying to achieve?

• Intelligent interfaces might be able to offer help before player turns to• Intelligent interfaces might be able to offer help before player turns to 
online walkthroughs or quits game



Enhancing Gameplay
• Enhancing and Adapting Gameplay

• Instead of helping the player, an intelligent interface can adapt a game in 
other ways

• Adapting the gameplay to suit the player

• Adaptive Difficulty
• Very simple non-AI methods exist in range of games (e.g. catch-up slow-

down in racing games)
• AI methods being presented at this workshop
• Intelligent interfaces which monitor players can help a game decide when• Intelligent interfaces which monitor players can help a game decide when 

to adapt the difficulty
• May e.g. learn from the player to adapt AI strategies in response



Implementing Intelligent Interfaces
• Most applications discussed require a player model

• User Modeling itself a focus of a significant amount of study
• (UM in tutoring systems formed the background of Beal et. al. 

2002)
• Model player ‘trained’ on data from how player is playing the gamep y p y p y g g

• Count frequencies of different actions (Houllette 2004)
• Neural-nets trained on player data have been demonstrated for 

opponent A.I. – similar could be used to build player model
CBR h D t i ibl l / t t d• CBR approaches. Determine possible player/game states, and 
actions possible for each state

• Good at imitating players, may be less useful for reasoning about 
them!them!

• Learn from player actions, able to predict what they will do next
• Analyze players during testing

Construct models corresponding to different players types / play• Construct models corresponding to different players types / play 
styles

• Interface to categorize players – and if necessary re-categorize 
themthem.

• Need to decide what data to collect and how to interpret it



Challenges
• Offer help without being intrusive or irritating

• To some, Clippy is annoyance – deactivated as soon as possible
Need an off switch An escape clause not a solution• Need an off switch – An escape clause, not a solution

• Be able to reliably interpret not just players’ intentions, but their 
emotional state

• Understand player preferences and motivations• Understand player preferences and motivations
• Progress on measuring the emotional state of players without additional 

non-game peripherals to monitor the player
• Additional means of observing players (“EyeToy” or heart-rate monitors) 

may help but cannot be assumedmay help, but cannot be assumed
• Keep game difficulty at the right level of player challenge

• Players dislike games being too easy as well as too hard
C f l b l i j t h i t ti• Careful balancing: just enough intervention 

• To maintain interest in the game
• With benefits unproven, not many developers will be keen to 

i l t I t lli t I t fimplement Intelligent Interfaces





Challenges of Adaptive Interfacesg p
Adaptive user interfaces have clear attractions but also pose some 
challenges to developers:challenges to developers: 

• formulation of user modeling as an induction task

• engineering of representation to support learning process

• unobtrusive collection of training data from usersunobtrusive collection of training data from users

• effective application of learned user model

• requirement for some form of online learning

• necessity for induction from few training cases

These challenges overlap with other applications of machine 
learning but also raise some new issues

y f g

learning, but also raise some new issues. 



Criticisms of Adaptive Interfaces

• Loss of Control
• TransparencyTransparency
• Predictability
• Trust
• Redesigning a system can often overcome the g g y

problems addressed by adaptive features 
(Breuker, 1990)



Another example:
• Web-based User Profiling



The Internet and WWW
• The Internet has achieved tremendous 

th i th t d dgrowth in the past decade

 

Increase in # of websites

Est. Global online population 
(courtesy of NUA)



The Internet’s Dilemma
• A lot more information

A l t h d t fi d th i d i• A lot harder to find the piece you desire

• How can users be provided the information they want 
without being overwhelmed?

• How can E-Commerce companies help their customers 
fi d th d t d i th d i ?find the products and services they desire?



The Need for Intelligent Assistance
As information and choices become more available, users need help 
in finding, and selecting among, the many alternatives.

This has led to the development of recommendation systems whichThis has led to the development of recommendation systems, which 
attempt to  locate and recommend relevant items.



The Need for Personalized Assistance

At the same time, society is becoming ever more 
diversifieddiversified.

Differences in private and professional preferences are 
growing.growing.

Internet users are becoming increasingly selective about 
what they want to see and purchase.y p

We need personalized systems that can give users the 
information or product they want. 

But personalized response requires some model or 
profile of the user.



Example application
• Navigate.ca has 62 shopping categories, 

organized into several folders and subfoldersorganized into several folders and subfolders
• Hard to find product categories of related interest 

h h iwhen shopping
• Facilitate the use of Navigate.ca through user g g

profiling and an adaptive interface



The Solution
• Track the categories that users visit and use the 

information to predict the next best categoryinformation to predict the next best category
• Adapt the content of the web pages so as to 

d th t b t trecommend the next best category
• Assumption: Users will follow similar trajectories p j

when shopping for similar purposes
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Testing Strategy
• User testing (Effectiveness)

Model vs Random• Model vs. Random

• User Testing (Usefulness)User Testing (Usefulness)
• Will links be used?



User Testing (Effectiveness)
• 10 test subjects given 4 shopping scenarios (e.g. Xmas, 

wedding)wedding)
• Adaptive interface was disabled (no recommendations)
• Used to develop user profile models

• 10 different subjects given 4 shopping scenarios
• 2 scenarios with random recommendations
• 2 scenarios with learned recommendations

• Users were asked to rate the links they were provided 
with by the recommendation utility:

0 (U l )• 0 (Useless)
• 1 (Somewhat Useful)
• 2 (Very Useful)



User Testing (Effectiveness)
0 –

Useless
1 –

Somewhat
2 – Very 
UsefulUseless Somewhat 

Useful
Useful

Random 69 9% 24 4% 5 8%Random 69.9% 24.4% 5.8%

Model 42.1% 32.8% 25.1%Model

1 or more 
Very Useful

1 or more Very OR 
Somewhat Useful

Random 15.4% 63.5%

M d l 49 2% 93 4%Model 49.2% 93.4%



Results
• Model was capable of creating successful profiles

• Users seemed to benefit from the suggested linksUsers seemed to benefit from the suggested links



The Promise of New Sensors
Adaptive interfaces rely on user traces to drive their modeling 
process so they stand to benefit from developments like:process, so they stand to benefit from developments like: 

• GPS and cell phone locators
• robust software for speech recognition
• accurate eye and head trackers
• real-time video systems
• wearable body sensors (GSR, heart rate)

A h d i b h d id d th ill i

y ( )
• portable brain-wave sensors

As such devices become cheap and widespread, they will give us 
new sources of data and support new types of adaptive services.



ConclusionsConclusions
In summary, adaptive interfaces integrate ideas from machine 
learning intelligent agents and human computer interactionlearning, intelligent agents, and human-computer interaction.

This approach to automated personalization of online services: 

• has many examples already in regular and successful use,

• but many unexplored niches for research and application,

• and challenges involving integration rather than new methods.

These adaptive systems promise to change the way we interact 
ith d thi k b t t ft

g g g

with, and think about, computer software. 



• No reading assignment for next week
• Midterm exam next week at 18:00 in BMB-2


